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3. Proposed training calendar 
The three modules of the training will be delivered in five days.   

 
Day
s  

 
Pre-
requisite
s: 

 
Topics  

 
What you will learn  

Application to your job and career 

Day 
1 

 Getting started 
with Excel 

 Opening, creating, navigating, naming and 
deleting worksheets 

 Using the formula and the status bar 
 Rows and columns formatting and sorting 
 Using Excel Help 
 Using shortcut menus and the Mini toolbar 
 Text, number and date formatting 

 Easily navigate Excel sheets and save 
time. Do more in a short period.  

Creating 
formulas and 
functions 

 Cell references – absolute, relative 
references and mixed references 

 Using the SUM, MIN, MAX, AVERAGE, 
NOW and TODAY functions 

 Using other common functions 

Perform complex computations easily.  
 Produce compelling results from the 

company data 

Formatting  Adjusting row heights and column widths 
 Working with alignment and wrap Text 
 Designing borders 
 Using conditional formatting 
 Creating and using tables 
 Inserting shapes, arrows, and other visual 

features 
 Inserting and deleting rows and columns 
 Hiding and un-hiding rows and columns 
 Moving, copying, and inserting data 
 Finding and replacing data 
 Freezing and un-freezing panes 

 Well formulated worksheets for 
presentations  

www.summitcl.com/beyondexcel to enroll 

 

http://www.summitcl.com/beyondexcel
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 Splitting screens horizontally and 
vertically 

 Collapsing and expanding data views with 
outlining 

Printing, filters 
and hyperlinks 

 Exploring the page layout tab and page 
Layout view, previewing page breaks 

 Working with page setup and printing 
controls 

 Creating, using and formatting charts 
 Using filters to display specific data, 

finding and replacing text and formats 
within a worksheet, saving a workbook as 
a web page 

 Inserting and using hyperlinks 
 Using conditional formatting in a 

worksheet 

 Produce quality reports in MS Excel and 
export to word and PPT.  

Day 
2 
 

You need 
to have 
completed 
level 1 or 
you are 
familiar 
with the 
topics 

Templates  Get a head start with templates 
 Set up an Excel template that will save 

you an hour each time you create a new 
workbook 

 Create new default workbook and 
worksheet templates 

 Learn how modular templates can make 
your spreadsheets more consistent and 
much quicker to set up 

 Your Excel, your way: customize the Excel 
interface to put the tools that you need at 
your fingertips 

 Automate your work and save time 

  Efficiency and 
Risk 

 Make spreadsheets more efficient and 
less risky 

 How to build in checks and controls from 
the outset  

 Key techniques that reduce risk and 
increase automation and efficiency  

 Introduce standards to help your team  
 Unlocking and protecting cells, 

worksheets and workbooks  

 Identify and detect errors in your report 
 Be reliable 

Visit www.summitcl.com/beyondexcel to send us your common daily challenges 
at work for a tool to automate and shine at work  

http://www.summitcl.com/beyondexcel
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 Tracking changes  
 Documentation and review tool 

  Advanced 
formatting 
techniques 

 Apply underline, strikethrough, subscript 
and superscript formatting  

 Build custom date and numeric formats  
 Control titles and headings using wrap 

text and shrink to fit  
 Creating angled text variations for greater 

variety and readability  
 Creating formats based on formulas  
 Creating value-based formatting using 

data bars, colour scales, and icons and 
logical operators  

 Indent data and dollar signs  
 Mastering the numeric formatting 

keyboard shortcuts  
 Set special formats for dates, times, phone 

numbers, and zip codes  
 Simplify title adjustments using the Merge 

and Center button  
 Use fill colour and patterns for cell 

backgrounds 

 Take your productivity to the next level. 
Do more in less time  

  Data validation  Extended uses of data validation  
 Working with validation formulae  
 Dependent lists  
 Other methods of tracking down invalid 

entries 

 Minimize  errors of data entry 

  Advanced 
Excel functions 

 IF, Vlookup, Hlookup, MATCH, INDEX and 
Power functions  

 Working with multiple Worksheets and 
Workbooks; Using formulas to link 
worksheets and workbooks, Locating and 
maintaining links 

 Build an automated system e.g. payroll 

Need a loan assessment tool that is aligned to IFRS9 prudential standards? Visit 
www.summitcl.com/ifrs9 for a demo 

http://www.summitcl.com/ifrs9
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  Pivot tables  When to use pivot tables  
 Managing pivot tables  
 Recommended pivot tables  
 Managing sub-totals and grand totals  
 Changing the data field summary 

operation  
 Summarizing more than one data field  
 Using pivot table data in a formula  
 Creating calculated fields and items 

 Analyze large sums of data in different  
dimensions with just a click 

Day 
3:  

A firm 
understan
ding of the 
introductor
y and 
intermedia
ry levels 

Advanced 
range names 

 Advanced range names  
 Use the same name on different sheets  
 Using the Name Manager  
 Names in formulae – efficient inclusion of 

Names, the use of intersections  
 Formulae in Names – how to allocate a 

formula directly to a range names and 
why you might need to. 

 Build a dynamic range that automatically 
contracts and expands based on the 
criteria 

  Conditional 
formatting 

 Conditional Formatting – beyond simple 
Conditional formats 

 Choose currency symbols for a whole 
sheet by changing a single cell  

 Getting your rules in the right order and 
knowing when to stop  

 Graphical Conditional Formats – the 
detailed options  

 Using invisibility to your advantage 

 Identify hidden secrets in your data 

  Functions and 
super-powers 

 Functions with super-powers  
 Finding the right functions and how they 

work  
 Functions with hidden powers – MOD() for 

patterns, OFFSET() for simple choices, 
INDIRECT() to manipulate formulae  

 Making references to ranges of cells 
adapt automatically for new data 

 Build powerful amortization schedules 
and billing systems 

  Array formulae  One formula one million calculations  
 SUMPRODUCT() – all the gain of an array 

formula with less of the pain  
 Formula auditing and evaluation  
 Tracing precedents and dependents 

 Identify errors and connections in your 
formulae to better understand any 
worksheet  

Email sgodfrey@summitcl.com for a free demo on IFRS9 tool and save money 

mailto:sgodfrey@summitcl.com
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  What If analysis   Using Excel to help you make decisions  
 Use Goal Seek to find where you need to 

start to get where you need to go  
 Use an Excel Data Table to calculate 

dozens of possible outcomes  
 Create and manage alternative scenarios  
 Make more profit or incur less expense by 

using Excel solver to identify the best 
solution 

 Optimize resource allocation and solve 
complex capital budgeting problems  

  Problem 
solving 

 Calculations that make decisions – 
understanding TRUE and FALSE  

 What Boolean Logic is and why it’s useful 
in practice  

 Combining logic and arrays to solve 
complex problems 

 Identify fields in your worksheets that 
meet your desired criteria 

  Charts that 
Inspire 

 Create charts to inspire  
 What makes a good chart – is it really a 6.5 

cucumbers?  
 Simple steps to make your charts clearer  
 Why small can be better than large  
 Are pie charts evil?  
 Why 3D charts can be 50% worse  
 Mixed chart types, trend lines and 

projections  
 Advanced chart techniques: break-even 

lines and waterfall charts  
 Pictures in chart columns 

 Build dynamic dashboards with charts 
and graphs to present your data 
professionally  

  Working with 
external data 

 How to connect MS Excel to process large 
databases in MS ACCESS and SQL Server 
database  

 Getting at your data using the Get External 
Data tools  

 Understand relational databases in 10 
minutes and liberate your data  

 Excel Data Models - create relationships 
within Excel 

 Connect to any core system either in real 
time to per minute updates of what’s 
happening on your system  

Visit www.summitcl.com/beyondexcel to schedule a customized training for your 
organization 

http://www.summitcl.com/beyondexcel
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  Advanced uses 
of pivot tables 

 Use advanced PivotTable techniques to 
do more with your data 

 Calculated Fields and Calculated items  
 Using PivotTables as the calculation 

engine behind management reports  
 Using GETPIVOTDATA() and CUBE 

formulae to create flexible reports  
 Excel Slicers and Timelines - make your 

PivotTables more interactive  
 Working with Pivot Charts  
 Building an interactive dashboard using 

PivotTables and Slicers 

 Create dynamic financial models using 
Excel’s powerful get pivot data feature 
and save lots of time  

  PowerPivot  The Excel Power Pivot add-in  
 PowerPivot data tools  
 Calculations in Power Pivot – an 

introduction to Data Analysis Expressions 
(DAX)  

 DAX in table columns  
 DAX to create new measures and 

calculated fields  
 Understanding advanced DAX 

expressions – functions that combine 
calculations and database techniques  

 The Time Intelligence DAX functions – 
why you need a table containing all 
possible dates 

 Track the performance of your team’s 
KPIs by manipulating hundreds of 
millions of data on core systems using 
Excel’s power pivot data modeler  

  Reporting with 
PowerPivot 

 Creating powerful reports with 
PowerPivot  

 Hierarchies, Perspectives and Sets  
 Adding Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) 

to a Power Pivot report   
 Creating CUBE formulae to report on your 

data in just the way you want to   
 Use all these techniques to turn millions of 

rows of data into a dashboard that 
supports better decision 

 Create compelling dashboards and 
reports  

Day 
4:  

Must have 
attended 
one of our 

EXCEL VBA - 
Introduction to 
macros  

 Exploring the need for macros  
 Creating a macro  
 Running a macro 

 Automate monotonous tasks in just a 
click 

Improve your data analytics. Email training@summitcl.com to request for a quote 

mailto:training@summitcl.com
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advanced 
analytics 
classes 

  Introducing 
Visual Basic for 
Applications 

 Introducing object-oriented programming  
 Examining the Excel object model  
 Working in the Visual Basic editor  
 Setting VBA project properties  
 Creating, exporting, and deleting code 

modules  
 Creating a subroutine or function  
 Controlling procedure scope and visibility  
 Adding comments to the code  
 Running a VBA routine  
 Adding code to a recorded macro 

 Build your own financials models  

  Defining 
variables, 
constants, and 
calculations 

 Introducing Excel VBA data types  
 Declaring variables and requiring 

declaration before use  
 Managing variable scope  
 Defining static variables and constants  
 Creating a calculation using mathematical 

operators  
 Defining arrays  
 Defining and using object variables  
 Streamlining code references using With 

End With statements 

 Manage and analyze files for better 
decision making  

Day 
5:  

 Adding logic to 
a VBA code 

 Repeating a task using a For Next loop  
 Stepping through all items of a collection 

using a For Each loop  
 Repeating a task with a Do loop  
 Performing a task when conditions are 

met using If Then  
 Selecting which action to take using a 

Case statement 

 Build dynamic solutions for your 
organization  

  Debugging 
your VBA code 

 Managing errors using On Error 
statements  

 Stepping through a subroutine or function  
 Setting breakpoints in the code  

 Check and minimize errors in your 
manually built solutions  

Need to automate your loan application process?  Send an email to ifrs9@summitcl.com 

mailto:ifrs9@summitcl.com
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 Verifying output using the Immediate 
window  

 Watching a value in a routine 

  Managing 
workbook 
elements and 
Data in VBA 

 Writing a value to a cell  
 Cutting, copying, and pasting cell data  
 Finding values in cells  
 Referring to cells using the Offset function  
 Concatenating text strings  
 Returning part of a string  
 Managing worksheets with VBA  
 Managing workbooks with VBA 

 Work with different worksheets at the 
same time  

  Adding 
advanced 
elements to a 
workbook 

 Turning off screen updating within a 
macro  

 Using worksheet functions in a macro  
 Acquiring values using an input box or 

message box  
 Calling a subroutine from another 

subroutine 

 Build your personalized functions in your 
MS Excel application  

  Using Excel 
events in a VBA 
code 

 Running a procedure when you open, 
close, or save a workbook 

 Running a procedure when a cell range 
changes  

 Triggering a procedure using a specific 
key sequence  

 Putting it All Together 

 Finalize and package your solution ready 
for use  

 

NB: All organizations have MS Office on their computers. However, their staff are not well trained to use them fully. In fact, 
research by a US University shows that most companies use MS Excel at just 20% of its capabilities. They then go ahead to buy 
big data analysis tools like IDEA, ACL, etc. when MS Excel can be linked to MS Access or MS SQL or other large database to 
perform all functions off-the shelf tools do! Save yourself this cost!  

Visit www.summitcl.com/beyondexcel to take your career to the next level 

http://www.summitcl.com/beyondexcel

